
Unit 3 – Building Multi-Disciplinary Teams

HOW TO SET UP AND DEVELOP SUCCESSFUL MDT WORKING IN YOUR PCN?



Hearts
and 
Behaviours 

Common 
Purpose

Shared 
ApproachLeveraging your 

organisations
The building 

blocks of successful 
multi-disciplinary 

teams



Hearts and Behaviours

Understanding each other as individuals. Going beyond the skills they bring, understanding the 

passions and interest. Getting to the heart of each team members. Understanding how best we 

work together, agreeing house rules, commitments and conducts.

Common Purpose 

Understanding our common purpose. Going beyond activities to determine noble cause. 

Establishing the ties that bond us. 

Shared Approach 

Understanding how best we contribute to the innovation process. Having a shared approach to 

problem solving. 

Leveraging your organisation

Willingness to bring your own organisation’s capacity and capabilities to bear when delivering 

on the common purpose. Willingness to take risks and challenge the status quo. 



Hearts and Behaviours

Understanding each other as individuals. Going beyond the skills they bring, understanding the 

passions and interest. Getting to the heart of each team members. Understanding how best we 

work together, agreeing house rules, commitments and conducts.

• Know me – I am more 
than my job title – what 
other skills do we bring 
to the MDT Team outside 
our role? 

• Know my profession –
we are more than the 
stereotypes. What are the 
stereotypes surrounding 
our roles and what are 
the realities?

• How do we best work 
together? – Agreeing 
our house rules



Hearts and Behaviours – Know me 

Understanding each other as individuals. Going beyond the skills they bring, understanding the 

passions and interest. Getting to the heart of each team members. 

We are more than just 
our job titles. 

• Ask yourself what other 
skills, knowledge and 
experiences you can bring 
to the team outside of 
your professional role or 
discipline. 



Why the need to discuss role 

stereotyping; or the notion of bias 

or unconscious bias as team 

members?



What could be the impact on 
multi-disciplinary teams of role 
stereotyping?

Stereotype

Discrimination

An opinion, prejudgment or attitude about a group or 

its individual members

An exaggerated belief, 

image or distorted truth 

about a person or group

A behaviour that treats people unequally because of 

their group memberships

Prejudice

Hearts and Behaviours – Know my role

Understanding each other as individuals. Going beyond the skills they bring, understanding the 

passions and interest. Getting to the heart of each team members. 



Self-Activity 12: Busting 
professional stereotypes 

Using the padlet link in your workbook, 
list the misconceptions and stereotypical 
opinions you hear about your profession 

or discipline.  

Then in the next column bust these myths 
by explaining the reality of the role and 

the real benefits you bring. 



Hearts and Behaviours – How do we work together?

Understanding how best we work together, agreeing house rules, commitments and conducts.

How the team shares the leadership - recognising the role of 
the chair, facilitator and of the team members.

How to allocate tasks - these should include agreement on 
roles. As a top tip, you should always encourage team members to 
buddy up to undertake tasks, rather than allocating these 
individually.  

How the team members address their differences -
resolving conflict by co-creating a shared set of conduct, values 
and behaviours. ‘Good news travel fast, bad news travel faster’ - the 
house rules should also provide the licence for team members to 
legitimately raise concerns about conduct and behaviours without 
having to resort to using power and authority.



Self-Activity 13: How do we 
work together? Our House 

Rules 

Consider the MDT you are part of or any 
team that you are working 

collaboratively within across your PCN. 

Using the padlet link in your workbook, 
think of the house-rules that need to be 

in place around the three areas:

• How you share the leadership?
• How to allocate tasks?

• How to address conflict and 
differences?



Common Purpose 

Understanding our common purpose. Going beyond activities to determine noble cause. 

Establishing the ties that bond us. 



Shared Approach 

Understanding how best we contribute to the innovation process. Having a shared approach to 

problem solving. 

What change 
methodology 
have you 
adapted across 
your PCN? 

We will explore this in 
depth in Module 3 



Leveraging your organisation

Willingness to bring your own organisation’s capacity and capabilities to bear when delivering 

on the common purpose. Willingness to take risks and challenge the status quo. 

• What does your practice want from PCN working?

• What is your practice prepared to contribute to realise the 
benefits of PCN working? What is on and off the table?

• Why is PCN working important for your practice?

• What are the top 5 things other practices need to know 
about your practice? 

• What are your constraints and capabilities?



What kind of team are 
we?

DIFFERENT TEAM TYPES = DIFFERENT RECIPES





Different recipes = different results: Why team 
form is important

Uni-Disciplinary v Multi-
Disciplinary v Trans-
Disciplinary Teams

Formal v Informal 

Multi-Agency Panel v 
Multi-Agency Team

Integrated Team













The facilitator

• To provide independent 
impartial facilitation for the 
self-determined problem-
solving groups

• To provide the link and 
connection between the 
group and the stakeholder 
champion

• To provide the group with 
any logistical support and 
material necessary to 
undertake the task

• To arrange meetings and 
maintain communication 
across the group

Subject Area Expert

• To provide the self-
determined groups with 
access to knowledge, 
know-how and networks 
that will support the 
problem-solving work 
undertaken by the group

• Acting on behalf of the 
group, seek out and collect 
data and information that 
will support the group

• To help the group interpret 
data

• To help the group develop 
an effective language 
(provided agreed 
definitions for key words 
and terms

Champion

• To provide strategic 
support to the facilitator 
and group

• To be the point of leverage 
between the self-
determined group and the 
stakeholders

• To resolve partnership 
issues hindering the 
progress of the self-
determined group

• To ensure that the baton is 
effectively passed back to 
the stakeholder

Be clear on team roles
Key Lessons: 

Team roles comprise 

champion, facilitator, 

subject area experts 

and team members –

diversity in teams is 

good. 

Teams don’t need to 

have responsibility for 

delivery of solution. 

Their responsibility is 

to identify workable 

solution


